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Let’s Dance
Thanks for downloading our 6 Tips + 1 Bonus Tip for learning your 

Wedding Dance from YouTube.  Learning to dance from a video 

can be tricky, but these easy tips will help you.

Helpful Advice from professional wedding dance 

choreographers who have seen and done it all!

Perfect for all levels of dancers (and non-dancers). Easy to 

follow tips and advice for your First Dance.



Who We Are

Bravo Dance Studio instructors are the Magic Makers, the Dream Builders, the Fantasy Producers.  Locally owned ballroom dance studio in 

Louisville, Kentucky, Bravo Dance Studio has been making Wedding Dance Magic for more than 17 years.  

What kind of Wedding Dance do YOU want? Romantic, Dramatic, Comedic, Fairy Tale, Breathtaking, Modern, Traditional, Unexpected? We 

can do ALL that and more! Wedding Dance Lessons available 7 days/week. Dance Packages for every budget. ALL partnerships welcome!
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Pick a Dance Video 
that Matches Your 
Style

One of your first decisions about your wedding dance is what kind of 

personality you want to show.  Your first dance is a mini performance, and 

you need to approach it that way.  Is it a drama or comedy? A romance or 

a period piece?  From there, find a dance video that portrays that mood 

and emotion, taking into consideration the speed of your song and also the 

size of the dance floor.

Fast or Slow, Classy or Unexpected

Tip #1
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Don’t Sit & Watch. 
Get Up & Move.

Once you have picked a YouTube dance video to learn from, create a 

practice space where you can watch the video and try the steps at the 

same time.  You don’t need much room.  Learning to dance is about 

moving and trial and error.  If you try to watch first and then practice, you’ll 

have trouble remembering which foot to start with and what step comes 

next.  *Trust me, I’ve been there!

Try the Steps along with the Video

Tip #2
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Utilize the Speed 
Control setting on 
YouTube

The speed control setting on YouTube is a dancer’s best friend.  You can 

slow the video down and watch in slow motion if you feel like the steps and 

sequences are going too fast.  You can change the playback speed of any 

YouTube video in the lower right corner settings control of the YouTube 

player.  It’s the icon that looks like a cog.

Slow it waaaay down if you need.

Tip #3



Need More Help?
If learning your Wedding Dance from a YouTube 

video is harder than it looks, Bravo Dance Studio is 

here to fix your First Dance.  You’ve planned out 

your entire wedding, don’t leave your dance to 

chance.  *You’ve seen your fiance’s “dance moves”

Often you will end up loving the 
new things you try and even if 
you don't love it, you've given 
yourself a new experience.
 - Alli Simpson

“

”

Bravo Dance Studio
Call/Text Today: (502) 454-4111
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Always KISS | Keep it 
Simple (Stupid)

There are some beautiful and amazing wedding dance instructional videos 

on YouTube.  Keep in mind that these are professional dancers, and they’re 

paid to make it look easy.  Start with simple dance steps, and once you’ve 

mastered the basics, then try to add an extra turn or spin.  A few dance 

steps done well always looks better than a bunch of steps executed poorly.

Keep your expectations in check.

Tip #4
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Substitute/modify 
steps & routines.

Online wedding dance videos are a one-size-fits-all.  They are not taking 

into account the size of your dance floor, the speed of your music, or your 

fiance’s shoulder problem.  So if you run into a dance step or part of routine 

that doesn’t work, it’s not set in stone.  You can change or modify it to fit 

your situation.  *shhh, no one will ever know!

If it’s not working for you, change it.

Tip #5
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Watch the Video, 
then Watch it Again.

One of the best part about wedding dance videos, is that they are there 

when you need them.  It’s not a one and done.  So practice along with the 

instructional video, practice without, and then practice along with it to 

make sure you’re matching the steps.  And if you miss something, you can 

go over and over the same bit until you get it right.

And again and again and again.

Tip #6
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Bonus Tip:
Bravo Dance Studio
Can Recreate your 
favorite YouTube 
dance video.

If you find the “perfect” wedding dance video but have 

tried (and failed) at learning it on your own,  look us up!  

Professional dance instructors at Bravo Dance Studio 

can break down the steps and turns and even make it 

better by customizing the dance for YOU.

And modify it to fit your music, 

dance floor, and abilities.
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Services
Private Dance Lessons and Group Classes for Singles and 

Couples are a great way for everyone in your Wedding 

Party to get ready for the Big Day and beyond!

Simple or Spectacular, no request is too big or 

too small.  You pick the song and we’ll teach 

you to dance.

Wedding Dance Choreography

The “happy couple” aren’t the only ones who 

get to have fun.  Honor your family members 

with a special dance that spotlights their 

importance in your life.

Father/Daughter | Mother/Son Dance

Are you planning an exotic getaway, a 

domestic ramble, or even staycation?  Dance 

Lessons can make your honeymoon even 

“funner”!

Honeymoon Prep
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Contact Us
Call/Text: 502-454-4111

Email: Alex@BravoDanceStudio.com

Get In Touch With US

Bravo Dance Studio

2138 Old Shepherdsville Road

Louisville, KY  40218


